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LETTERS  TO  THE  EDITOR
[Brief letters to the Editor that make  specific  scientific  reference  to  papers pub-
lished previously in THE JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  are invited.  Receipt
of such  letters  will  be  acknowledged,  and those  containing  pertinent  scientific
comments and scientific criticisms  will  be published.]
Density  Spectrum  of Limulus  Screening  Pigment
Spectrally  selective  light  absorption  by  the  screening  pigments  that surround  om-
matidia in the eyes  of invertebrates  has been found  to produce  artifacts  in the  meas-
urement of action spectra  (Goldsmith,  1965; Strother,  1966).  It is, therefore,  necessary
to consider  the possibility of such an artifact  in evaluating  evidence that Limulus has
two kinds of receptor units with different action spectra  (Graham and Hartline,  1935;
Wasserman,  1966).  When  using  micropipettes,  it  is  convenient  to  illuminate  the
receptors  with  light  passing  through  the  screening  pigment,  and  a window  in  the
screening  spectrum  would  alter  the action  spectra  recorded  from receptors;  varying
densities  of screening pigment would  produce varying  action spectra  (Goldstein  and
Williams,  1966).
Moreover,  the  screening  pigment  density spectrum  is  of additional  interest  since
it can be  related to that  portion  of the early  receptor potential  (ERP)  which  is pre-
sumed  to arise  from  the dark screening  pigments common to most eyes  (Brown and
Crawford,  1966).  A close  correlation  of the screening pigment density  spectrum and
the ERP action spectrum would reinforce  this idea.
Materials  Frozen  sections  were  made  from  freshly  removed  mature  Limulus
eyes.  These  sections  were  20 ju  thick  and were  floated  onto slides  in distilled water,
covered,  and  sealed  before  drying  took  place.  The sections  were  examined  under  a
magnification  of  100  times  and  ommatidia  were  selected  for  measurement.  The
selection  criteria were:  (a) The section had to  be unfolded;  (b) the ommatidium  had
to be intact and in its normal relation to the cornea;  (c) the pigment had to be evenly
dense  across  the  ommatidium,  conforming  to  a  marginal  section.  Sections  which
passed  through the center of the ommatidium produced  a greater density around the
edges. When these criteria were satisfied, it was possible to measure the optical density
of one layer  of the screening pigment  overlying an ommatidium.
ApParatus  Light  exiting  from  a  Bausch  and  Lomb  grating  monochromator
(series  33-86) was collimated,  filtered  by neutral and blocking filters,  and focused  in
the entrance pupil of a X  10 microscope objective. This objective formed a demagnified
image  of two circular apertures  placed in  the collimated beam of light.  The image of
each  of the apertures  was approximately  50  . One of the apertures  was imaged on a
selected  ommatidium  while  the  other  served  as  a  reference  beam.  The  light  then
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passed  through  a  3 mm translucent  Plexiglas  diffuser  and fell on  a photoconductive
cell  (Clairex  CL 505L) which  formed one arm of a bridge circuit.
Procedure  Since there were slight inequalities in the two beams provided  by the
apparatus,  each beam served  alternately  as sample  and reference  beam; that is, each
sample  was measured  once with one beam  as  the sample  beam  and  again with  the
other beam as the sample beam.  The sample  beam was centered  on the densest por-
tion of a selected ommatidium by observing the light reflected from the Plexiglas plate
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FIGuRE  1.  Optical  density of one layer  of Limulus screening  pigment  as a function  of
wavelength.
below and adjusting the position so as to minimize this reflection. The reference beam
passed  through a vacant region  of the slide.
A wavelength  was  chosen,  the  reference  beam was  occluded,  and the bridge net-
work was balanced. Then the sample beam was occluded,  the reference beam opened,
and neutral filters inserted to rebalance the bridge.  A neutral wedge was used for fine
adjustments.  The reference  beam was again occluded,  the sample  beam opened,  and
the filters  removed.  If the bridge was  still  balanced,  the measurement  was accepted.
Otherwise  it was  repeated  until  a  drift-free  measurement  was  obtained.  The  other
wavelengths  were  used in turn and then the reference  and sample  beams were inter-
changed  and  all measurements  repeated.  Standard  deviations  of the  data  obtained
with  this method averaged  0.05  density unit.
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Results  The optical density as a function of wavelength  of one layer of Limulus
screening  pigment is shown in Fig.  1. It can be seen that the pigment,  which appears
black  on visual inspection,  is in fact quite neutral over the visible and near ultraviolet
regions of the spectrum. This density spectrum is quite similar to those of the melanins
in their reduced form  (Hachman,  1953;  Bowness  et al.,  1952;  Bowness and Morton,
1952).  The neutrality of this screening pigment makes it unlikely that it is a source of
an  artifact in  the measurement  of receptor  action  spectra.  Moreover,  it agrees  with
the ERP action spectra mentioned above.
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